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This paper provides a preliminary investigation into the considerable body of evidence
relating to weather extremes and natural hazards reported in the native Irish annals,
described by the noted Gaelic scholar, Brian Ó Cuív, as “the most copious and reliable
native sources for the history of Ireland.”1 It will focus on the years covered by one
particular set, currently known as The Annals of Connacht, the surviving text of
which runs, with some gaps, from AD 1224 to 1544.

This investigation takes place against the background of current global climate
change and alongside negative impacts of weather extremes and natural hazards,
from which the human and economic losses have grown, worldwide, in recent
decades.2 Ireland is not immune from these issues, and there is considerable concern
over the effect of climate change on many social and economic sectors, including
energy supply and agriculture.3 Possible increases in the frequency and intensity of
weather extremes arising from global warming,4 such as flooding, windstorms and
drought, and the resulting consequences for human society, are currently areas of
major international research. 

One particular objective is to compile reliable records of past climate
variations.5 Only with such records can we determine to what extent current global
increases in temperature6 arise from natural causes, such as increased input of solar
energy, or from human-made factors, such as the release of greenhouse gases after the
Industrial Revolution, AD 1700. These studies address the “Late-Holocene,” a period
covering the past three thousand years but, prior to the 1970s, paleo-climatologists
were more concerned with the very distant past, on much larger timescales, with the
cycles of great ice ages. Indeed, the prevailing view was that climate was relatively
unchanging on scales measured by the span of a thousand years, or by the average
human lifetime.7

However, with mounting evidence of significant climate variations across
Europe and other parts of the world in recent decades, centuries and millennia,
alongside evidence of present global warming, these views have altered. Records of
variables such as temperature and precipitation over the last thousand years are
especially significant, since within this timeframe, several notable climate shifts are
identified or proposed, such as those centred predominantly on Europe and the
Northern Hemisphere, including the “Medieval Warm Period” (MWP, AD 900-1300)8

and “Little Ice Age” (LIA, AD 1350-1850).9 These natural climate changes invite
comparison with current climate trends in Ireland,10 and are at least partially influenced
by human activities.
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Further important considerations are apparent regional variations in the
timing and intensity of climate shifts and changes. There is growing awareness that
events like the MWP and LIA were not truly global in character, varying widely
across regions even within North West Europe.11 Researchers are now looking for
detailed and accurate reconstructions of variables (such as temperature and precipitation)
at as fine a level as possible (either yearly or monthly) in as many regions as records
can be developed, in order to gain a definitive picture of the Earth’s past climate.
Variables other than those discussed above are important. Since one of the main
issues related to impacts of global warming concerns possible increasing extreme
weather, long records of extreme events are needed to understand how their frequency
and intensity relate to more general climate trends. 

The Irish annals have the potential to provide a long and detailed record of
extreme events in Ireland, alongside information on their effects on contemporary
Irish society. 

Documentary Sources of Climate Information
There are many sources of information relating to Earth’s past climate. Many are
natural archives, including sedimentary records, ice cores, and tree rings—the annual
growth widths of which respond to weather conditions—and it is now common for
researchers to combine sources, capitalising on the strengths of each, and compensating
for weaknesses.12 In addition to natural archives, information may be gleaned from
endless varieties of documentary sources, including those preceding the development
of dedicated meteorological instruments to measure weather variables (around AD
1750, Europe). The available information can be categorised under three general
headings.13

1. Continuous Observations or Direct Seasonal Descriptions
Sources with intentional, systematic observations of weather at timescales varying
from hourly to weekly are most useful for reconstructing quantitative climate variables,
such as precipitation, temperature, wind speed, and wind direction. Similarly,
descriptive seasonal accounts that have continuity and uniformity across the years are
helpful.14 If coverage is sufficient, it is even possible to reconstruct accurate atmospheric
pressure maps on a regional scale.15 The sources providing the best information are
dedicated weather diaries, in which the author’s intention, often from scientific
curiosity, was to systematically record each day’s or week’s weather using pre-defined
descriptive terms.16 Europe is well covered with such sources;17 the first known is
Walter Merle’s diary at Oxford from AD 1337 to 1344.18 The earliest Irish weather
diary is that kept for the Duke of Ormond, by John Kevan, AD 1682 to 1683,19 but
Ireland is not as well documented as continental Europe.

2. Parameteorological Phenomena
Parameteorological phenomena refer to once-off unusual weather events or anomalies,
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including wind storms, flooding,20 extreme frosts, and snow. Though not as definitive
for tracking general shifts in climate as continuous data, records of extremes, where
notable changes in frequencies occur, can serve to highlight shifts in underlying
climate regimes. Where reconstructions of changes in general climate variables (such
as average yearly temperatures) exist, data on weather extreme frequencies can be
correlated to see how return periods vary in response to underlying climate changes.
Finally, reports of extremes are often accompanied by descriptions of their effects on
society, useful analogues for possible future impacts. Reports of parameteorological
phenomena are found in monastic annals and town chronicles, essentially yearly
listings of events considered important by the compilers of these sources. Europe is
well supplied with these, often dating from the eighth century AD.21

3. Indirect and Phenological Indicators
Use may be made of data indirectly relating to weather conditions, or from which
conditions may be inferred. Such indirect evidence includes reports of harvest failures,
found in annals and chronicles, often linked to poor weather conditions. Less directly,
records of prices of agricultural produce (like grain) vary according to supply, linked
to growing conditions and weather.22 Such information is furnished by manorial
account rolls,23 more common in the rest of Europe than in Ireland.24 Other factors,
with more tenuous climate-links, but still useful, include famine and disease reports.
Finally, phenology is the study of the lifecycle stages of plants and animals,25 which
respond to environmental and climate changes. Examples include dates of the
flowering or fruiting of plants and trees. Many valuable sources exist in Europe and
Asia, including records of timing and yields of grapes in vineyards.26 Once the
relationship between a particular species and its environment is established, changes
evident in such information will often parallel climate.

Bias and Reliability
The historical sources employed for reconstructing climate must be assessed for bias
and reliability, taking into account the context in which they were written.27 The
necessity for this is best illuminated by examples. 

Much can be learned from Dag Retsö’s study on weather information within
archived sixteenth-century Swedish correspondence letters.28 A letter from the
Swedish Bishop Mats of Strängnäs reports notable icy conditions in AD 1518, such
that travel was difficult. Yet studies of the Bishop’s politics indicate motives for
exaggerating his report, to excuse himself from the Regent Sten Sture’s request to
travel to Stockholm. Another widely known example, showing the need for critical
reading, is provided by reports of flooding, severe enough to damage medieval and
early modern stone bridges. A study of bridge-building in these periods shows they
were prone to destruction; built narrower and lower, they allowed flood debris to pile
up and overcome the bridge with its weight. Thus, we should not instinctively equate
such floods with those capable of destroying modern bridges. 
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To use documentary evidence properly, consideration must be given to bias
and reliability. Even with sources deemed reliable, information should be read with
broad knowledge of contemporary conditions. In terms of the Irish annals, it has been
shown,29 using The Annals of the Four Masters30 as case study, that there is significant
information of the types categorised above. Here, the information yielded by The
Annals of Connacht31 will be examined and the initial results presented.

The Irish Annals
The Irish annals are yearly listings of both ecclesiastical and secular events deemed
notable by the compilers, originally recorded in monastic communities. These annals
focused mainly on Ireland, with occasional mentions of international events. Owing
to their abundance and general reliability,32 demonstrable by comparing reported
events between texts,33 or to independent evidence,34 the annals are among the most
important sources for Irish history.35 It has been argued that these sources run reliably
from AD 65036 to 1600 when the spread of English settlement and custom resulted in
the dissolution of their centres of recording, adversely affecting the Irish historians
responsible for their compilation.37

It is thought that, similar to European sources,38 the tradition of keeping
annals began with short notices penned in the margins of Easter tables,39 from which
the changing religious feast-date of Easter40 was calculated. Certainly, much of the
first genuine historical material in the Irish annals pertaining to the origins of
Christianity in Ireland, before the proper recording of annals, AD 650, likely came
from notices in Easter tables. The model for the actual annals, however, probably
came from annals and chronicles already compiled in Europe,41 the tradition of which
dates to Roman times. Indeed, several sources of international material used in earlier
portions of the Irish annals are visible,42 such as the Irish World Chronicle, with material
of international interest integrated into several surviving texts. 

Aside from international reports (such as obituaries of popes), much early
material comprises a pre-Christian “history” of Ireland.43 For examples, see The
Annals of Inisfallen44 and The Annals of Tigernach.45 Given there were no Irish written
histories or records to draw upon before Christianity’s arrival in the fifth-century AD,
this material is considered unreliable.46 It represents an attempt by later annalists to
integrate Biblical and Classical history with Irish history by combining it with Irish
oral traditions, myth and hereditary King Lists. One source of such material, likely
available to many annalists, were various versions of Lebor Gabála (the Book of
Settlement),47 originally composed in the eleventh century from speculations and
pseudo-historical deductions developed in preceding centuries, concerning “events”
in Ireland’s distant past. 

The inclusion in various annals of this “history”, was probably motivated by
the desire to construct a long, acceptable national identity for Ireland,48 and to reinforce
Ireland’s Christianisation by placing its history alongside, and in the context of,
Biblical events. Its inclusion was probably also motivated by tendencies towards
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placing value and authority in longer histories, drawing on older established
sources.49 In fact, the survival of many Irish annals, through the traditional, generally
faithful50 copying and recopying of older material, first in monastic scriptoria,51 and
later in Bardic schools,52 owes much to the fact that a compilation’s authority and
value could be enhanced by back-dating it. Influences from continental annals and
chronicles, often extended back from the time of composition,53 probably also played
a part. 

That the annals were seen, by their compilers or superiors, as a useful vehicle
for providing Ireland with a “suitable” national identity, indicates the high status in
which they, and the keeping of Irish history, were held. The same reasons, however,
open up the annalistic record to manipulation for political reasons, even after proper
contemporaneous recording of events began, AD 650. Such issues will be discussed
in a later section. 

In general, after the seventh century, the reliable content of the annals ranges
from notices of battles, sackings of religious settlements and the obits of notable
persons, to lengthy narratives of events, more common later on, and often exhibiting
characteristics of on-the-spot reporting.54 Also included are natural phenomena, e.g.
comets, aurorae, unusual and extreme weather, harvest reports and disease. The first
centre of contemporary recording of Irish55 events is thought to have been the
monastery on Iona, an island off Scotland’s west coast, where the Iona Chronicle was
produced during the seventh and eighth centuries.56

From the eighth century, other indigenous annals that borrowed or inherited
materials from other regions, were being compiled in monastic schools and scriptoria
around Ireland.57 During the tenth century, it is proposed that a Chronicle of Ireland,58

the basis of all our remaining Irish annals,59 was synthesised from available local and
regional chronicles. The incentive for this may have been the destruction caused by
Viking incursions,60 and the Irish desire to preserve historical records. By the eleventh
century a change had begun, due to shifting ecclesiastical and political influences
from abroad, that would see the keeping of Irish annals switch from the great monastic
schools to the Bardic lay schools of professional, hereditary historians and learned
classes.61

It is to such a class that we owe the existence of The Annals of Connacht.     

The Annals of Connacht
The Annals of Connacht (henceforth AC), as they are now known to most scholars,62

come from the original Irish vellum manuscript kept in the library of the Royal Irish
Academy,63 edited and translated by Alexander Freeman, and published by the Dublin
Institute for Advanced Studies, 1944.64 The text, or what remains of it, runs from AD
1224-1544,65 a considerable period, covering many important events in Ireland.
However, the record is not complete for the full three hundred and twenty years.
There are three breaks in the manuscript, and indeed, three predominant scribes, but
these gaps, AD 1378-84, 1393-98 and 1427-32, fall into the domain of the main
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scribe, denoted by Freeman as Scribe A. 
It is tempting to associate these gaps with contemporary events the annals

relate. There is mention of plague at the time of the first hiatus, and Freeman felt that
deficient source material available to Scribe A, writing much later, rather than missing
leaves in our copy of AC, is to blame for the lacunae. This does not detract from
possibilities of contemporary circumstances affecting the recording of the source
annals for AC, in this case plague. But without evidence, this is speculation. In any
case, the gaps are relatively small, though there are also instances of sparse text,66

having comparatively few yearly entries. However, AC generally provides one of the
most important records for the period for the western half of Ireland, and indeed, after
historical recording switched from monasteries to the bardic schools, the province of
Connacht played a vital role.67

The passages of sparse text are interspersed with more thorough records, for
which explanations have been offered. Certainly, in AC’s earlier periods, source
material was probably less abundant, perhaps reflecting that as time progressed older
accounts had less chance of surviving, or surviving fully intact through scribal copying.68

But a distinction is needed. Even where AC’s text is more detailed in terms of the
number of reports, there is another early trend from AD 1224 to 1250, wherein certain
individual reports depart from the traditional, terse, annalistic entry, and demonstrate
a more engaging, readable form, concerning a sort of narrative prose, across the years
of “the war of the Gael and the Gall,” essentially an account of Irish encounters with
“foreign” settlers and forces.

Aubrey Gwynn proposes that this marked the beginnings of an Irish narrative
prose style, inspired by influences from continental historical narratives.69 Critics
objected that this departure from traditional entries was an indigenous development
within the monastic schools of Connacht. Barry O’Dwyer regards it as a last flourish
before the keeping of such histories, and the involvement they implied with the world
beyond the religious enclosure, became unfashionable, partly due to religious reform
movements from the continent.70 Thereafter, the keeping of annals and histories fell
to the growing class of lay historians. These changes in AC anticipate times when the
copyists could add their own, contemporary entries. 

And so it is with AC, whose scribes combined earlier sources, some of
which may be identified, including the peculiar narrative entries discussed above,
before coming to their own times, when it is possible they made contemporary
entries.71 Three main scribes, with some occasional, small-scale contributors, were
involved in compiling AC.72 Scribe A composed the majority, until 1468, and in his
work the three gaps occur.73 He was also, in terms of writing style, the most traditional
and medieval, paying most attention to the old chronological apparatus74 used in
earlier sources, before the full introduction of the Anno Domino dating system. Scribe
B covered 1468 to 1478, and Scribe C 1479 to 1544, in a less formal hand, perhaps
most representative of the change from monastic schools to lay, bardic schools.

The identities of the scribes are not known, and various suggestions have
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raised debate.75 This is a fascinating aspect of AC, but there is not the scope here to
review the debate. It suffices to say the scribes were either from the hereditary family
of historians known as the Ó Maoilchonaires, or from the Ó Duibhgennáins, though
collaboration between these is not altogether impossible.76 Depending upon which
argument is believed, it is possible that Scribe A was writing in the later fifteenth
century, and the others during the sixteenth. The location of the compilation of AC is
unknown, but suggestions of where its source material was compiled are available,
including the Abbey of Cong, or the Monasteries of Boyle or Holy Trinity,77 all in
present-day Connacht. The first hundred years of AC provide quite a narrow focus on
Connacht, though this broadens out as the years proceed. It is probably fair to say AC
preserves a relatively good record of events in the province for the period covered.
With this in mind, some examples of climate information discussed above will now
be presented.

Weather and Related Information from AC
Strictly speaking, there are no continuous observations of weather in the annals.
Unremarkable weather was not reported. However, there are many observations of
several months duration, commenting on the character and severity of notable seasons,
such as the examples below:

1. “A very hot summer this year.” (AD 1263, p. 141)78

2. “The cattle and winter grass of Ireland suffered much from frost and snow, which
lasted from the end of the first fortnight in Winter into Spring.” (AD 1339, p. 283)

The most common annalistic weather reports are extreme events, or para-
meteorological phenomena. Because of their unusual nature they are also commonly
found in records, such as personal diaries,79 where the main motivation for writing has
little to do with weather, simply because of the spectacle value. However, as is
discussed later, the annalists had several motives for recording such phenomena,
making them more sensitive recorders of these events. Examples are presented
below:

3. “A great wind this year, which wrecked churches and houses and sank many ships
and boats.” (AD 1363, p. 326)

4. “Showers of hail fell each side of Beltaine, with lightning and thunders, destroying
much blossom and beans and fruits in all parts of Ireland where they fell. One of
these showers, in the east, had stones two or three inches long, which made large
wounds on the people they struck … There was another, in the north, which did 
much damage in Moylburg and at the monastery of Boyle; and a boat could have
floated over the floor of the great church of the monks, as we have heard from the
folk of that place.” (AD 1471, p. 555)80
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The final category, discussed earlier, concerned indirect and phenological
evidence. All such information has potential for use as a marker of weather, but sev-
eral assumptions must first be made, and justified. In Example 5, a famine report, the
causal factor is not explicitly stated. This situation may have arisen from poor,
weather-related growing conditions. However, there are other possible reasons,81

including deliberate “scorched earth” policies employed by warring Irish factions,
whereby crops in an enemy’s territory were systematically destroyed.

5. “Great famine this year throughout Ireland.” (AD 1317, p. 250)

In other cases, the annalists may themselves make a link to weather (see example 6).
Thus, we can more comfortably use the report in analysing climate. But where no link
is provided, and in absence of any corroborative evidence, we cannot assume the
report is indicative of weather conditions. Examples 7, 8, and 9 hint at the range of
available indirect and phenological information. 

6. “Much thunder and lightning this year, whereby much of the fruit and produce of
all Ireland was ruined, and the corn grew up white and blind.” (AD 1328, p. 263)

7. “A very tranquil year, with a great plenty of acorns and of milk and of all other 
good things.” (AD 1254, p. 111)

8. “An abundant nut-crop this year; the summer and autumn very dry and all the 
crops very early.” (AD 1471, p. 555)

9. “This was a pestilential, unhealthy year, wherein there were many diseases, as for
instance the plague was very widespread, and smallpox, the flux and the lectual 
sickness in great excess.” (AD 1536, p. 689).

Motivation and Bias in the Annals
Before considering what the weather information from AC tells us, we must evaluate
the reliability of the reports. This partly involves an overall source-assessment, for
obvious, pervasive bias. Since the annalists were human, some bias can be expected.
One way of illuminating this issue is by examining general motives for recording of
the annals. Then, even if the source is deemed reliable overall, each particular entry
of interest must also be scrutinised.82

There is no doubt that the Irish annals are one of the most important sources
of Irish history, and compared to similar European sources, Ireland is well-endowed.83

Great dependence has generally been placed in their contents by later historians.
Indeed, even contemporaries of the annalists in twelfth-century England held our
annals in great esteem,84 and Ireland is often credited with keeping the spirit of
scholarship alive during the European Dark Ages, along with preserving important
texts.85 However, the evidence in the annals should not simply be taken at face value.86

We have discussed the reliability of entries in various annals before AD 650,
and indicated motives for presenting as fact what the annalists must have realised was
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of dubious reliability. But after the advent of contemporaneous recording, subjectivity
might still enter the record through a particular annalist’s (or his superior’s) views on
what was worth recording, and how to phrase it.87 This is only natural, and does not
mean all annalists were deliberately, or consciously, presenting biased records. Even
today, it may be impossible to ask historians to put aside any bias before writing.88

But it means the annals must be approached with caution. 
Difficulties are compounded because our remaining annals are copies of

copies. But that later annalists would continue to copy pre-Christian material of
doubtful factual value, and perhaps of less relevance,89 highlights their general respect
for the value of earlier sources. It shows their compliance with the old antiquarian
tradition of which their work formed part,91 even when sources crossed from monastic
to bardic scholars.91 But, because considerable weight was placed in the content of the
annals, where they might be used as evidence of kinship or hereditary rights, there
were motives for deliberately tampering with the record. One well-known case is the
alliance between the Uí Néill, a secular noble family in Ulster and Leinster, and the
Armagh religious centre around the ninth century. Here some rewriting of available
annals occurred, to put greater emphasis on the role of Armagh and the Uí Néill in
Irish history, who were vying for secular and ecclesiastical political domination.92

Despite this, John Kelleher proposed that most entries would not have been
targets for manipulation, being irrelevant to the revisionist’s goals.93 Indeed, the
integrity of weather reports may have been assured thorough preservation, supposing
that the best way to hide a lie is by making it as close to the truth as possible. So, what
of the general purpose of the annals? This discussion indicates they were functional
but valued documents useful for enhancing reputations or reinforcing a claim to
hereditary privileges and titles. But the overall goal of recording was to preserve a
history of the locale where a set of annals was maintained, and later syntheses to
preserve regional or national history.

Surely few would argue the wealth of minor detail was simply fabricated.
Take the following minor report of very local interest from AC under AD 1246: “a
whale was stranded in Carbury … which brought great relief and joy to the countryside.”
To sum up, perhaps Friar John Clyn’s words, recording his annals94 during the fourteenth
century, capture the spirit of the annalistic endeavor: “and I, Brother John Clyn of the
Friars Minor in Kilkenny have written in this book the notable events which befell in
my time … so that notable deeds shall not perish with time, and be lost from the
memory of future generations.”95

Motivations for Recording of Weather Extremes and Related Events
Assuming the overall goal of keeping annals was to preserve important events,
someone still decided what was important, probably focusing on his or her own area.
This, and the tendency to preserve what was already in older texts, even if irrelevant
to a copyist’s locale, explains why remarkably local notes are preserved (such as
obituaries of minor officials) from individual areas, where a compilation was once
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maintained.96 Apart from overall motivation, entries of a particular category seem to
have specific factors motivating their inclusion. 

So, what of weather extremes and related events? Some insight is gained
from Daniel McCarthy and Aidan Breen’s study of the numerous reports of celestial
phenomena, including aurorae and comets.97 It seems clear these were seen as por-
tents, or signs, and were often interpreted by the clergy as divine messages, perhaps
comments upon contemporary events.98 It was common for such phenomena to be
interpreted as signs of the coming of the Biblical “Last Days,” widely expected to
occur on the first millennium,99 and associated with natural phenomena (like comets)
in the Bible. In the annals, the volume and accuracy100 of reports is such that they indi-
cate systematic observation of celestial events in Ireland until around AD 1133, when
the volume of reports declines.101

Similarly, destructive weather and disease were considered portents,102 and
were occasionally described,103 and possibly exaggerated, using apocalyptic language.
Nor were the annalists beyond associating events and weather conditions with God’s
anger, thus betraying their views on certain events and people, such as in the entry
under AD 1400: “the sons of Sir David [Burke] made a great raid on Niall Mor O
hUicinn; and God punished them for it that very night, for many of them perished
from the cold of the night.”104 Here the report of a “cold” night might be exaggerated,
or fabricated, and cannot be taken as fully reliable. Weather reports of questionable
reliability are, however, rare, and their number do not suffer decline as does celestial
phenomena.

Perhaps celestial phenomena were no longer relevant, particularly after the
uneventful passing of the first millennium,105 or due to the passing of chronicling from
clergymen to lay historians less concerned with portents.106 Or perhaps the fading of
the old systems of dating and chronology,107 requiring observation of the sky to track
lunar and solar phases, in favour of the simpler AD system, was to blame. Whichever
cause, weather reports do not suffer this fate, indicating another motive for their
inclusion. And this can be seen in damage reports, such as that under AD 1373: “a
very great wind this year, which wrecked many churches.”108

Thus, violent natural events may have been included purely from economic
and social costs they imposed upon the people. If the clergy’s stone buildings could
be damaged by a great windstorm, what of weaker housing? What of the crops of the
common folk, or forests,109 often reported as destroyed by harsh weather? The annalists
are here telling us why they recorded such events, and once one is aware of possible
exaggerations, the annals provide us with reliable evidence of weather extremes and
related events, perhaps amounting to the longest such record for any European country. 

Initial Results and Discussion
In the following analysis, unreliable reports are removed. As discussed, assessing
reliability is a complex process, but a methodological approach tailored to weather
information in Irish annalistic record is in development, intended to be applicable to
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similar European sources. The ensuing discussion is based on only one text, AC, and
thus has relatively few reports to draw upon, yet some preliminary comments are
worthwhile.

Basic trends in annalistic entries concerning severe weather from The
Annals of the Four Masters have been published,110 covering AD 600-1600, derived
from seventy-seven reliable entries. Both these and the data from AC presented below
reaffirm that the pre-1970s notion of assuming a constant climate for planning human
activity has been rightly discredited. The practice, based upon as little as thirty years
of data, of estimating probabilities of extremes via expected “return-periods” (a
particular grade of storm expected every fifty years), also appears to be unreliable.
The annals show periods experiencing marked increases in extremes, with others
experiencing markedly few. Thus, longer time-periods are needed to calculate return-
periods properly in a given climate regime.

In AC, a total of 41 reliable entries concern extreme phenomena. From AD
1224-1544, Figure 1 shows notable variations in the frequency of these entries.
Extremes do not occur evenly through time. It should be noted that Figure 1 does not
include indirect entries, but does include entries concerning flooding or drought,
reports of which are taken as sufficient evidence in Ireland to infer underlying weather
conditions (that is, severe flooding indicates precipitation).111 Future work will examine
the indirect evidence in the annals. 

Figure 1 represents discrete entries directly referring to “severe” weather
and, clearly, the occurrence of extreme events exhibits significant variations through
time, ranging from four events at the lowest to ten at the highest. In terms of
analysing changes in the climate behind these events, better use of the data is made
by separating entries reporting different phenomena (such as drought and flooding),

Figure 1   Annalistic Entries Concerning Extremes (AC) 
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which arise from very different underlying weather conditions.112 It should also be
noted that single entries may report several phenomena, like wind and snow.
Separating these allows increased quantities of data for analysis. Both divisions113 are
used in the following graphs. The range of reported phenomena includes windstorms,
floods, heat or drought, hail, lightning, snow, ice and frost, including unspecific
“terrible weather” reports. Figure 2 represents a division into entries concerning
frost, snow, ice, or cold weather, all related to temperature, with heat, drought or
reports of “dry” weather stacked on top, and Figure 3 into those reporting windstorms. 

Figure 2 Temperature Related Reports

Figure 3 Reported Windstorms Per Century
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Variations through time are again evident in Figures 2 and 3. Furthermore,
patterns between phenomena also vary. Figure 2 shows more frequent occurrence of
extreme cold weather than storms (Figure 3) in the period AD 1224-1300, whereas
the period AD 1501-1544 exhibits more storminess, despite covering only 43 years,
and little extreme cold weather, showing that what society might regard as “bad”
weather are not necessarily related phenomena in a climatic sense. Also of interest are
apparently contradictory trends between phenomena which one might more sensibly
consider related. Figure 2 shows that extremes of drought and heat (which on the
basis of this evidence are rarer than cold extremes in Ireland) do not really decrease
in frequency even as reported cold events increase. Though the numbers are too few
to make broad comments, they do serve to emphasize the complexity of the climate
system and the large degree of variability that may occur by natural climate means
alone. Also evident is that periods of increased extreme cold weather, for example, do
not necessarily imply that the climate was consistently colder, as the reports of
drought and heat illustrate.

Can anything be said with this evidence of supposed climate phases such as
the “Little Ice Age” and its occurrence in Ireland? With evidence from AC only, it is
premature to attempt definitive comments. Again, however, plenty of variability in
extreme weather events is apparent, and other sources of data from Europe agree with
AC in showing that even within overall consistent climate trends (such as cooling),
contradictory short-run variations are to be expected.114 So too are regional variations.
Thus, an important point to remember is that Ireland should not be expected to have
experienced the same intensities or timing of trends as elsewhere in Europe, and the
temptation to look for convenient trends fitting nicely with other regions should be
avoided. 

Indeed, the longer record from The Annals of the Four Masters supports the
notion of regional variation in the timing of a dual-phase LIA as indicated by weather
extremes,115 with this Irish evidence not matching the usual date of the first phase of
the LIA (AD 1350). But the instinctive search for broadly similar climate trends
across regions may be almost over as scientists realise the complexities of the global
climate system mean that differing trends between regions may not only be expected,
but may be related, with one region, for example, experiencing above average
precipitation, associated with another experiencing drought.116 Episodes such as the
LIA and MWP, once seen as large-scale, even global, trends, are now being reconsidered,
their usefulness in describing the Earth’s past climate being questioned.117

Conclusions
With annals of such high quality and quantity,118 and considering the use made of
similar European and Asian sources, it is surprising that the climate information in
the Irish annals has not before been systematically exploited. Great potential now
exists for extending our record of weather extremes back to AD 600, one of the
longest in Europe. Being situated in the path of the main westerly storm tracks
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developing in the North Atlantic Ocean,119 Ireland may perhaps be expected to have
shown more sensitivity in the past to climate changes than other North West
European areas. By examining past trends in Ireland’s crucial geographical location,
useful lessons may be learned regarding the occurrence of future extremes in Europe,
and their possible regional patterns and extent, as anthropogenic influences impact
upon the global climate system. 

In 1972 Kathleen Hughes remarked upon how little known the Irish annals
were outside of Ireland, and suggested we were not making enough fuss over what is
an amazing historical and cultural resource. Future work aims to extend and develop
the analysis of climate information presented here to all the available Irish and Anglo-
Irish annals, and compare trends to other sources of climate information in Ireland as
they are developed. It is certainly high time that these remarkable national resources
are given the credit they deserve. They still have much to teach us. 
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